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PRAISE FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE COACHING 
 
“All successful top achievers have coaches and are action-oriented. That’s why they are top achievers! If 

you’re ready to break through barriers that you may not even realize are mentally holding you back 

from achieving your highest performance, then you need to coach with Steven right away. Not only 

does he produce results, but he comes from an authentic place of truly caring about serving and 

making a positive difference!” 
—James Malinchak, Featured on ABC’s Hit TV Show, 

“Secret Millionaire,” Co-Author, Chicken Soup for the 

College Soul, Founder, www.BigMoneySpeaker.com 

 

“Steven’s High Performance Coaching has had a profound impact on my ability to coach, present, 

sell, and truly connect with my clients. Because of his coaching and tools, I was able to quickly take my 

business to the next level. I recommend his program to any professional who wants to get fast results 

and rapidly grow their business.” 
—Mark MacDonald, Author of the New York Times Bestseller, 

Body Confidence, Founder & CEO, Venice Nutrition 

 

“As a veteran of the real estate game for over 33 years and selling over 3.4 billion dollars in real estate, 

I’ve seen it all. Steven Griffith is truly one of the best at getting your Mindset focused and taking action 

on the things that are going to make you money NOW!” 
— Charles Pence, Founder, Partner’s Trust Real Estate 

 
“In my career, I have had the honor to spend time with many successful people. They all possess amazing 

qualities that contribute to their success. Steven coaches people in those qualities. He has the ability to 

guide people to break through their own barriers in performance and communication. He has 

helped me tremendously over the years to be mindful, stay focused, communicate effectively, and 

professionally flourish.” 
—Doug Delouca, Executive Producer of ABC Television’s 

“Jimmy Kimmel Live” 

 

“As a new real estate agent, Steven’s High Performance System helped me to discover my blind spots 

that were holding me back and create the mindset to quickly close my first two real estate deals. He 

is a master of teaching communication, sales, and performance. If you want to find out what might be 

holding you back from making the money you want and break through now, Steven’s system is your 

solution.” 
— John Carnes, Real Estate Agent – Beach City Brokers 

 
“I have known Steven for almost 20 years. When it comes to coaching and performance, his expertise 

can provide you with the guidance to successfully achieve your goals.” 
—Eric Karros, Former Los Angeles Dodger star, 

Current Fox TV Sports Commentator 

 

“Steven Griffith’s High Performance Coaching is by far the best investment I have made for my business. 

As an artist, I have always been uncomfortable with the selling and negotiating process. Not any more - 

Steven successfully walked me through the biggest negotiations of my career and helped me close 

my first six-figure commissioned project! Steven has taught me that I can be both a great artist and run 

a successful and profitable business. I now have the exact Blue Print for success. I truly appreciate his 

integrity and priceless expertise. STEVEN ROCKS!!” 
—Kristie Fujiyama Kosmides, Artist www.kfkart.com 
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“Steven’s It’s not Selling, It’s Serving was a revelation for my practice. Steven’s personal insights gave 

me a new way to communicate with patients by ‘getting to know the person’ not just their condition was a 

game changer. I have tripled patient commitment to care in the first three months and the best thing about 

it — I’m getting to help more people get healthy than ever before.” 
—Dr. George Kosmides, Founder & CEO, Total Health of Hawaii 

 

“Steven, your Coaching program is extremely powerful and effective. Through your guidance, I have 

grown in my ability to communicate and deal with individuals effectively as a coach, leader, 

manager, and problem solver. Thanks for your help. I highly encourage anyone looking to improve who 

they are and increase their chances of success to take the time and learn from you.” 
—Tim Adams, LA KINGS Head Strength and Conditioning 

Coach and former Los Angeles Raiders Coach 

 

“Steven has been critical to my personal and professional growth. Inherently being a shy and 

introverted person, Steven has taught me valuable communication skills that have allowed me to speak 

dynamically in front of large groups of people. As well, my ability to handle high-pressure sales 

situations has grown tremendously. I highly recommend Steven for anyone looking to take their game 

to the next level!” 
—Mike Hibner, National Sales Director, Free Motion Fitness 

 

“Steven Griffith’s Coaching program is an easy, systematic approach to getting results. It has helped 

us company-wide to effectively communicate, service our customers, and empower our employees with 

tools that work. I highly recommend it.” 
—Jim McKenzie, COO, NASM (National Academy of Sports Medicine) 

 

“Your method of coaching has given me the results I have been looking for over 20 years. Working with 

you, I finally am free from struggling with limiting beliefs. I feel I am a different person—stronger, 

happier, at peace. My relationships with my family and friends have improved; I am more effective 

at work, and have greater insight into all my work and personal relationships; I am more open, 

expressive, and confident. I can’t wait to see how my life continues to shift and open up to the world of 

possibilities.” 
—Gina Anastasi, Chief People Officer, UberMedia 

and former COO at Rent.com 

 

“Over the years, I have had many coaches and Steven is one that is truly gifted at helping individuals 

be the best they can be. As a professional athlete, I knew I needed to do everything I could to have the 

competitive edge and that is why I hired Steven. He is a true professional who has dedicated his carrier to 

helping individuals from sports to the business world get results — If you want the edge, I recommend 

his coaching.” 
—Tyus Edney, Director of Basketball Operations UCLA 

and Former NBA and Euroleague basketball star 
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Disclaimer and/or Legal Notices 

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this book and its 

ancillary materials, the author assumes no responsibility for errors, inaccuracies, or omissions 

and is not responsible for any financial loss by customer in any manner. Any slights of 

people or organizations are unintentional. If advice concerning legal, financial, accounting or 

related matters is needed, the services of a qualified professional should be sought. This book 

or its associated ancillary materials, including verbal and written training, is not intended for 

use as a source of legal, financial, or accounting advice. You should be aware of the various 

laws governing business transactions or other business practices in your particular 

geographical location. 

 

Steven Griffith and Steven Griffith & Associates Standard Disclaimer and/or Legal Notices 

With respect to the reliability, accuracy, timeliness, usefulness, adequacy, completeness, 

and/or suitability of information provided in this Action Guide, Steven Griffith, Steven 

Griffith & Associates, its partners, associates, affiliates, consultants, and/or presenters make 

no warranties, guarantees, representations, or claims of any kind. Your results will vary 

depending on a number of factors including, but not limited to, your willingness to follow all 

suggested directions, performing stated actions as often as suggested, and doing all follow-up 

exercises. Testimonials are not representative. All products and services are for educational 

and informational purposes only.  Use caution and seek the advice of qualified professionals. 

 

If you wish to apply ideas contained in these materials and/or seminar trainings, you are 

taking full responsibility for your actions. Your results are entirely dependent on your efforts, 

skills, and application applying all or part of the strategies, concepts, techniques, exercises, 

and ideas in these materials or seminar trainings. Any examples, stories, references, or case 

studies are for illustrative purposes only and should not be interpreted as testimonies and/or 

examples of what you can generally expect from these materials or seminar trainings. No 

representation in any part of the materials and/or seminar trainings is a guarantee or promise 

for actual performance. Any statements, strategies, concepts, techniques, exercises, and ideas 

in the materials and/or seminar trainings offered are simply opinion or experience, and thus 

should not be misinterpreted as promises, typical results, or guarantees (expressed or 

implied). 

 

The materials, seminar trainings, or any of its associated ancillary materials and/or seminar 

trainings are not for use as a source of professional, financial, accounting, legal, personal, or 

medical advice. The author disclaims any warranties (express or implied), merchantability, or 

fitness for any particular purpose. Steven Griffith and Steven Griffith & Associates shall in 

no way, under any circumstances be held liable to any party (or third party) for any direct, 

indirect, punitive, special, incidental, or other consequential damages arising directly or 

indirectly from any use of materials and or seminar trainings, which is provided “as is,” and 

without warranties. 

 

This material is copyright protected. Anyone attempting to repackage, teach, or sell any of 

this material in any manner whatsoever will be pursued. 
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Serving vs. Selling 

 

 

 

The word “sell” is from the Nordic word “selle,” 

which means “to serve.” 

 

It’s something you do “for” someone, 

not “to” them 
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The Performance Breakthrough Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your outside world performance represents the inside wiring 

when it comes to money, relationships, health, and all areas of your life. 
 

 

 

What is your blind spot? 
 

 

Abundance 

Prosperity 

Love 

Worry 

Doubt 

Fear 

Conscious 

Subconscious 

Old Wiring: 

Feel Safe & 

Unhappy 

Actions Results 

Beliefs   •   Values  •  Memories 

Emotional Mind 

Thinking Mind 

Model by Dr. Thurman Fleet 
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High Performance Coaching System 
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Impression of Increase 

Wallace Wattles, The Science of Getting Rich 

 

 The desire of increase is inherent in all of Nature. 

 All human activities are based on the desire to have better food, shelter, beauty, luxury, and 

knowledge. 

 Everything is under the necessity for continuous advancement. 

 You must be a person of increase. Your beingness impresses upon others that association 

with you will bring an increase for them as well (your service or product). 

 

Original text, Ch.14 

WHETHER you change your vocation or not, your actions for the present must be those 

pertaining to the business in which you are now engaged. 

You can get into the business you want by making constructive use of the business you are 

already established in; by doing your daily work in a Certain Way. 

And in so far as your business consists in dealing with other men, whether personally or by 

letter, the key-thought of all your efforts must be to convey to their minds the impression of 

increase. 

Increase is what all men and all women are seeking; it is the urge of the Formless 

Intelligence within them, seeking fuller expression. 

The desire for increase is inherent in all nature; it is the fundamental impulse of the universe. 

All human activities are based on the desire for increase; people are seeking more food, more 

clothes, better shelter, more luxury, more beauty, more knowledge, more pleasure — increase in 

something, more life. 

Every living thing is under this necessity for continuous advancement; where increase of life 

ceases, dissolution and death set in at once. 

Man instinctively knows this, and hence he is forever seeking more. This law of perpetual 

increase is set forth by Jesus in the parable of the talents; only those who gain more retain any; 

from him who hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath. 

The normal desire for increased wealth is not an evil or a reprehensible thing; it is simply the 

desire for more abundant life; it is aspiration. 

And because it is the deepest instinct of their natures, all men and women are attracted to him 

who can give them more of the means of life. 

In following the Certain Way as described in the foregoing pages, you are getting continuous 

increase for yourself, and you are giving it to all with whom you deal. 
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You are a creative center, from which increase is given off to all. 

Be sure of this, and convey assurance of the fact to every man, woman, and child with whom 

you come in contact. No matter how small the transaction, even if it be only the selling of a stick 

of candy to a little child, put into it the thought of increase, and make sure that the customer is 

impressed with the thought. 

Convey the impression of advancement with everything you do, so that all people shall 

receive the impression that you are an Advancing Man, and that you advance all who deal 

with you. Even to the people whom you meet in a social way, without any thought of business, 

and to whom you do not try to sell anything, give the thought of increase. 

You can convey this impression by holding the unshakable faith that you, yourself, are in the 

Way of Increase; and by letting this faith inspire, fill, and permeate every action. 

Do everything that you do in the firm conviction that you are an advancing personality, and 

that you are giving advancement to everybody. 

Feel that you are getting rich, and that in so doing you are making others rich, and conferring 

benefits on all. 

Do not boast or brag of your success, or talk about it unnecessarily; true faith is never 

boastful. 

Wherever you find a boastful person, you find one who is secretly doubtful and afraid. 

Simply feel the faith, and let it work out in every transaction; let every act and tone and look 

express the quiet assurance that you are getting rich; that you are already rich. Words will not be 

necessary to communicate this feeling to others; they will feel the sense of increase when in your 

presence, and will be attracted to you again. 

You must so impress others that they will feel that in associating with you they will get 

increase for themselves. See that you give them a use value greater than the cash value you are 

taking from them. 

Take an honest pride in doing this, and let everybody know it; and you will have no lack of 

customers. People will go where they are given increase; and the Supreme, which desires 

increase in all, and which knows all, will move toward you men and women who have never 

heard of you. Your business will increase rapidly, and you will be surprised at the unexpected 

benefits which will come to you. You will be able from day to day to make larger combinations, 

secure greater advantages, and to go on into a more congenial vocation if you desire to do so. 

But doing thing all this, you must never lose sight of your vision of what you want, or your 

faith and purpose to get what you want. 

Let me here give you another word of caution in regard to motives. 

Beware of the insidious temptation to seek for power over other men. 

Nothing is so pleasant to the unformed or partially developed mind as the exercise of power 

or dominion over others. The desire to rule for selfish gratification has been the curse of the 

world. For countless ages kings and lords have drenched the earth with blood in their battles to 

extend their dominions; this not to seek more life for all, but to get more power for themselves. 
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Today, the main motive in the business and industrial world is the same; men Marshal their 

armies of dollars, and lay waste the lives and hearts of millions in the same mad scramble for 

power over others. Commercial kings, like political kings, are inspired by the lust for power. 

Jesus saw in this desire for mastery the moving impulse of that evil world He sought to 

overthrow. Read the twenty-third chapter of Matthew, and see how He pictures the lust of the 

Pharisees to be called “Master,” to sit in the high places, to domineer over others, and to lay 

burdens on the backs of the less fortunate; and note how He compares this lust for dominion with 

the brotherly seeking for the Common Good to which He calls His disciples. 

Look out for the temptation to seek for authority, to become a “master,” to be considered as 

one who is above the common herd, to impress others by lavish display, and so on. 

The mind that seeks for mastery over others is the competitive mind; and the competitive 

mind is not the creative one. In order to master your environment and your destiny, it is not at all 

necessary that you should rule over your fellow men and indeed, when you fall into the world's 

struggle for the high places, you begin to be conquered by fate and environment, and your 

getting rich becomes a matter of chance and speculation. 

Beware of the competitive mind!! No better statement of the principle of creative action can 

be formulated than the favorite declaration of the late “Golden Rule” Jones of Toledo: “What I 

want for myself, I want for everybody.” 
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How to Stay in the Impression of Increase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FEAR 

Ignorance 

Doubt 

Worry 

Fear 

Knowledge 

Abundance 

Prosperity 

Love 

Anxiety 

Suppression 

Depression 

Disease 
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H.O.P.E.  The Four-Step Process 

Mindfulness Approach 
 

 

1. Heart – Come from your heart. 

2. Outcome – What’s my outcome? For me and them? 

3. Personal Interest – What’s their personal interest and mine? 

4. Enter their world – What’s their style? What’s their body language? What’s the real 

message? 
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Making the Connection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Conscious 

Subconscious 

Emotional Mind 

Thinking Mind 
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Making the Connection 
 

 

Creating Trust & Rapport 
 

The foundation of a great communicator is their ability to create trust and rapport. Your ability to 

create Trust and Rapport is in direct proportion to the effectiveness of your communication.  

 

Trust = Assured reliance on the character, ability, strength, or truth of someone or something. 

Feeling safe and secure 

 

Leads to 

 

Rapport = Relation marked by harmony, conformity, accord and affinity. The ability to 

connect and relate to another person. 

 

 

Dr. Albert Mehrabian of UCLA 1971 researched the importance of 

verbal and none verbal messages in communication. In his 

research, he found that 93% of all communication is non-verbal, 

55% of what we process is through our body language, 38% is 

voice tone, and 7% the actual content of the words. This shows that 

in person, we intuitively know when someone is sincere or not. We 

do this by utilizing the non-verbal signals to determine if the 

content of what is being said is congruent. 

 

 

Forms of Communication 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The more important the conversation The less important the conversation 
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Mirroring and Matching Body Language 
(Match energy and information) 

 

Body Physiology 
 Posture (match their spine) 

 Gestures (a few seconds/minutes later) 

 Facial expressions and eye blinks 

 Mannerisms 

 Breathing 

 Energy Level 

 Eye movements 

 Distance, territory 

 

Voice Tone 
 Temp: fast or slow 

 Timbre: clarity or distortion 

 Volume: loud or quiet 

 Pitch 

 Pauses and inflections 

 

Words 
 Predicates 

 Key words 

 Common experiences and associations 

 Speak at the same educational level 

 

* What to look for: Are all channels congruent? With me and with them. 

 

 

“People like people who are like us.” 
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Sensory Systems — 

The Four Communication Styles 
 

We receive information from the world around us through all of our senses: sight, hearing, touch, 

taste, and smell. We interpret and represent this information in our mind via a combination of 

sensory systems and inner dialogue. As this information enters our brain, it is coded accordingly. 

For example, some people receive information and code it as a picture, others as sound, and still 

others as an emotion/feeling. From our five senses, four distinct communication styles are 

developed. 

 

Human beings communicate information in one of four styles: Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, and 

Digital. While you continue to use all four communication styles interchangeably, at some point 

in your development, one of these senses takes over and becomes your primary one. It is your 

way of creating meaning out of your experiences. By identifying the primary communication 

style, you can respond in the style the sender will best understand. 

 

People using one of these four styles determine meaning in their world by: 

 

 Visual (V): how things look or what they see. 

 

 Auditory (A): how things sound or what they hear. 

 

 Kinesthetic (K): how things feel. 

 

 Digital (D): how they process things in their head and by their internal dialogue. 

 

“To effectively communicate, we must all realize that we are all different 

in the way we perceive the world and use this understanding as a guide 

to our communication with others.” 
Anthony Robbins 
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For each of the following questions, place a number next to each answer (a, b, c, and d) 

4 = Closest to describing you 

3 = Next best description 

2 = Third best 

1 = Least descriptive of you 

  

When complete, please total all the A, B, C, and D’s to determine which is your highest one. 

 

 

Communication Styles Questionnaire 
 

 
1. In everyday conversation, do you usually speak… 

V. In a quick and fast manner? 

A. With a pleasant modulated tone? 

K. With a slower, deliberate pace? 

D. In a monotone with little change in pitch? 

 

2. When you study for a test, would you rather… 

V.   read notes and look at diagrams and illustrations? 

A. have someone ask you questions or repeat facts silently to yourself? 

K. write things out on index cards and make models? 

D. scan for the facts and the data to make sense of the information? 

 

3. When being managed in a task, do you prefer to… 

V.  be shown what to do. 

A.  have the task explained to you. 

K.  walk through it. 

D.  review the task in your head? 

 

4. I make important decisions based on… 

V. what looks best to me. 

A. which way sounds the best. 

K. gut level feelings. 

D. precise review and study of the issues. 

 

5. To learn how a computer works, would you rather… 

V. watch a movie about it? 

A. listen to someone explain it? 

K. get a hands on feel for it? 

D. understand and make sense of how it works? 

 

6. What kind of restaurant would you rather go to? 

V. One with a nice looking interior? 

A. One with great music? 

K. One with comfortable chairs? 

D. One that is value for money? 
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7. When coached on something new, would you prefer to… 

V. be shown how to do it? 

A. be told how to do it? 

K. be walked through it? 

D. review the information in your head? 

 

8. When solving a problem, do you… 

V. make pictures in your head of different outcomes? 

A. make a few phone calls and talk to friends and experts? 

K. create a model of the problem or walk through it? 

D. organize the steps, analyze the data and draw a well thought out conclusion? 

 

9. You shop for a car. Do you buy it according to… 

V. what it looks like and how you will look in it? 

A. what a few people say about different models? 

K. how you feel in it and how it handles? 

D. facts you gather on performance, gas mileage, warranty, and cost? 

 

10. When learning something new, do you prefer to… 
V. be shown how to do it? 

A. hear the instructions? 

K. perform the activity? 

D. make sense of new facts and data? 

 

 

Here is the scoring key to which style you are. If your highest score is: 

A = Visual 

B = Auditory 

C = Kinesthetic 

D = Digital 
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The Visual Communicator 
 

People who are visual often stand or sit with their heads and/or bodies erect, 

with their eyes up. They are well-groomed and orderly. They speak at a faster 

pace with bursts of expressiveness, higher tones, and greater volume. They 

process and organize their world through what they see. A visual person is 

interested in how your program, your proposal, your presentation “looks.” In 

communication, Visuals create rapport by how things look. 

 

Visual Word Choices 

Clear View Imagine Sight Clarify Scan Hindsight 

Vision See Look Illuminate Highlight Clarity Faced 

Show Read Focus Crystal Imagine Preview Conceal 

Appear Diagram Glare Notice Dim Gaze Fuzzy 

Blind Horizon Envision Blurred Bright Examine Vivid 

Outlook Reveal Perspective Observe Visualize Expose Glimpse 

Glance Display Sightsee Picture Vanish Staring Enlighten 

 

Visual Phrase Choices 

How does this option look to you? Imagine your success. 

Take a look at these benefits. Do you get the picture? 

I’m going to show you the program. I want to make this crystal clear. 

Let’s focus on the job. Can you picture that? 

Imagine the finished product. Highlight the important points. 

Look into the future. Let’s look to the future. 

Beyond the shadow of a doubt.  

 

Body Type 

Visuals tend to be thinner and lanky. At times, you may find them tensing their bodies while they 

are creating pictures in their mind. 

 

Breathing Style 

Visuals breath in the top one third of their chest. 

 

Eye Accessing Cues 

Visuals will look up to the right or left and will remain in that position while they access a thought.  

 

Voice Tone 

Visuals speak more quickly and with excitement. At times, they will speak in quick bursts and 

with a higher pitch. 
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The Auditory Communicator 
 

Auditory people process and organize their world by how things sound and are 

very sensitive to sound. They usually have a pleasantly modulated voice with 

good sound quality. They enjoy conversation and listen with great intent and 

interest. They seem to absorb information just by listening. They do not tolerate 

loud or harsh sounds and tend to move a bit slower and more deliberately than 

do Visuals. Auditorys create rapport by how things sound. They need to be 

heard. 

 

Auditory Word Choices 

Hear Roar Silence Recite Tune Call Mention Loud 

Voice Yell Proclaim Speak Noisy Tone Request Remark 

Attention Debate Gossip Heard Ask Babble Sounds Converse 

Remark Tell Rumor Resonate Shout Echo Insult Translate 

Harmonize Question Outspoken Shout Complain Earful Suggest Utter 

Announce Inquire State Scram Talk Insult Listen Divulge 

 

Auditory Phrase Choices 

How does this program sound to you? Call attention to his performance. In a manner of speaking. 

I think this will resonate with you. He was completely tongue tied. Pay attention to. 

I’ll tell you about the program. It was clear as a bell. Voice an opinion. 

Tell me the process again. Hold your tongue. Give me your ear. 

Let us talk this over. Listen to the presentation. Loud and clear. 

Do you hear me? That really resonates with me.  

   

Body Type 

Auditorys can be found in all body types. 

 

Breathing Style 

Auditorys have a nice smooth breathing pattern. They breathe from the middle of their chest. As 

they describe memories, their breathing can become even more regular. 

 

Eye Accessing Cues 

Auditorys move their eyes side to side. If it appears they are not listening or distracted, it’s quite the 

opposite. That is the way they make sense of what is spoken. They look away to hear you better. 

 

Voice Tone 

Have a pleasant, modulated voice. 
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The Kinesthetic Communicator 
 

Kinesthetics access their world through their feelings. They process and organize their world by 

how it feels and take the world in through these senses: touch, taste, feel, and smell. Kinesthetics tend 

to move more slowly than the other styles. They speak with a deep tonality, slowly, and with long 

pauses. They use conversation to transform images, words, and sounds into feelings and attach 

sensations to their experiences. They tend to stand closer to people than a visual person and 

memorize by doing or walking through something. They will be interested in your program, your 

proposal, or your presentation if it feels right. 

 

Kinesthetic Word Choices 

Feel Break Walk Irritate Calm Strain Stretch Hard Force 

Scrape Exciting Strong Scramble Dry Hold Bearable Solid Rub 

Smooth Grab Unravel Grapple Hurt Soft Weigh Sharp Work 

Pressure Emotional Concrete Bounce Motion Handle Slip Tension Contact 

Hated Foundation Tremble Touch Support Sensitive Clumsy Hug 

Thick Felt Unfeeling Stiff Warm Anxiety Grasp Stress 

 

Kinesthetic Phrase Choices 

How does this program connect with you? The presentation touched me. Start from scratch. 

Imagine how you will feel. Let’s explore the possibilities. Stiff upper lip. 

I want you to get a feel of the program. I am not following you. Pain in the neck. 

I sense this is the right decision. All washed up. Come to grips with. 

Let us get a handle on this. I grasp the idea now. Hot-head. 

This is a solid idea. He is cool, calm, and collected. Get in touch with. 

   

Body Type 

Kinesthetic body types can vary. The external Kinesthetic, in which tactile stimulation is 

required, are lean and muscular. The internal Kinesthetics (how they feel inside) sometimes have 

a softer and fuller body. 

 

Breathing Style 

Kinesthetics breathe low in the stomach or diaphragm. They slow their breathing as to reach 

inside for a feeling. As they go through their feelings, their respiration alters accordingly. 

 

Eye Accessing Cues 

Eyes go down to the right. 

 

Voice Tone 

Kinesthetics have a low-pitched voice. They speak in a deep tonality and speak slowly with long 

pauses. 
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The Digital Communicator 
 

The Digital communicator processes and organizes the world by how it makes 

sense in their mind. It is important to note that they operate outside the sensory 

level of the Visual, Auditory, and Kinesthetic as a way of communicating 

rather than as an actual sensory mode. Digital communicators initially bring 

information in through one of their senses. That information quickly goes into 

their head creating a thick filter of language between their sensory perceptions. 

Information needs to make sense and be logical to the digital communicator. They may speak in 

a monotone voice, appear computer-like, and lack emotion. They have a method of talking to 

themselves in their head to process information. 

 

Digital Word Choices 

Think Conceive Learn Understand Thought 

Consider Compute Decide Change Distinct 

Motivate Perceive Study Ruminate Process 

Logic Fact Calculate Date Computation 

Conceptualize Empirically Know Doubt Digitally 

Determine Results Interpret Unknown Analyze 

 

Digital Phrase Choices 

What do you think about this program? I understand the opportunity. It doesn’t compute. 

Think about the success you’ll have. Let’s factor in the process. Interpret the data. 

Here’s the data and logic. What are your thoughts? Review the facts. 

They will consider the proposal. What is the bottom line? Consider these factors. 

What are your thoughts on the project? Calculate the end results. 

Do a complete study of the proposal. Where is the logic in your answer? 

  

Body Type 

Digitals tend to be more rigid and less flexible. They can demonstrate the other body types as well. 

 

Breathing Style 

Digitals can demonstrate the styles of the other groups. 

 

Eye Accessing Cues 

Digitals will look down to their left as they figure things out in their head. 

 

Voice Tone 

Usually monotone with little tone or volume change. 
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Word & Selling Phrase Choices Body Type

 Voice Tone 

Visual 

Auditory 

Kinesthetic 

Digital 

Clear Scan 

View Hindsight 

Imagine Vision 

Sight See 

Clarify Look 

 

 

 

 
Hear Roar 

Silence Recite 

Tune Call 

Mention Loud 

Voice Yell 

 

 

 

 
Feel Break 

Walk Irritate 

Calm Strain 

Stretch Hard 

Force Scrape 

 

 

 

 
Think Conceive 

Consider Compute 

Decide Change 

Distinct Motivate 

Perceive Study 

Tend to be thin and lanky. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Auditorys can be found in 

all body types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The external Kinesthetic, in 

which tactile stimulation is 

required, are lean and 

muscular. The internal 

Kinesthetics (how they feel 

inside) sometimes have a 

softer and fuller body. 

 

 
Digitals tend to be more 

rigid and less flexible. They 

can demonstrate the other 

body types as well. 

 

Speak more quickly 

and with excitement. 

At times, they will 

speak in quick bursts 

and with a higher 

pitch. 

 

 

 
Have a pleasant, 

modulated voice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Kinesthetics have a 

low-pitched voice. 

They speak in a deep 

tonality and speak 

slowly with long 

pauses. 

 

 

 
Usually monotone 

with little tone or 

volume change. 

How does this option look to you? 

How does this program sound to you? 

How does this program 

Connect with you? 

What do you think about this program? 
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Technology, Communication, 

and the Brain 
 

 

 

Top 10 Challenges of Texting and Emailing 
 

1. Texting and email lack tone; no body language or voice tone 

2. Texting and email are monologues 

3. Texting and email arrive instantly and create a sense of urgency 

4. Texting and email communication are centered on the writer 

5. Texting and email communication have no feedback loop 

6. Texting and email invite a quick response 

7. Texting and email can trigger an emotional reaction 

8. Texting and email are permanent when sent 

9. Texting and email are open for misinterpretation 

10. Texting and email have the potential for exaggeration and fabrication 
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Digital Communication Do’s and Don’ts: 
 

Avoid texting and emailing when: 

 your conversation is sensitive or confidential in nature, 

 your topic could easily be misunderstood or misinterpreted, 

 your topic requires feedback within the conversation, 

 your topic requires a fast response, or 

 delivering bad news. 

 

Text and email when: 

 you want to deliver a message across different time zones and the information is ready 

when the receiver opens it, 

 you want to send a message to multiple locations, 

 you want to stay in contact with clients and customers 

 you want to follow up from a call or face-to-face meeting, or 

 you want to document a phone or face-to-face conversation. 

 

“The invention of texting and e-mailing lets you make more mistakes faster than any form of 

communication with the possible exception of hand guns and tequila.” 

 

Right Side 

• Relational 
• Wholistic 

• Non-verbal 
• Meaning & emotion 

• Intuitive (analog) 
• We 

Left Side 

• Literal 
• Logical 
• Linguistic 

• Linear 
• What is 

known 
(digital) 

• Me 
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Backtracking 
 

One of the single most important tools for creating trust and rapport is 

“Backtracking.” When people speak they choose words they feel are the best to 

describe what’s occurring for them in their world. These words used have 

certain comfort and connection for the speaker. The use of familiar words 

reflects they can trust you, which builds an atmosphere of safety and security. 

Their brain reacts to you in a more comfortable way. The key to backtracking is 

listening. 

 

1. Paraphrasing vs. backtracking. 

2. Familiar words create an atmosphere of trust and rapport. 

3. People like people like them. 

4. You consciously and unconsciously enter the world. 

 

 

“Slowing the communication down, speeds up the results.” 
 

 

 

Sophia: “I am looking for a new home. Are there any listings I can see in the 

South Shore? Steven referred me to you; he said you know how to spot a 

great deal. I am very interested in seeing something.” 

 

David: “I appreciate your contacting me and your interest. I would love to show 

you two of the listings I have. They both look great and are on the South 

Shore.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“The difference between the right word and almost right word 

is the difference between lightning and a lightning bug.” 
Mark Twain 
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The Secret Weapon: 

The “Why” Question 
 

 

Why the “Why” is important 
 

 Creates fascination and trance in the brain 

 Activates the emotional center of the brain 

 Personal self-discovery creates deeper motivation 

 When you tell, them they resist; when they uncover, they enroll themselves to the 

possibilities of a breakthrough 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simon Sinek in his book, Start with Why, talks about the importance of clarifying “why.” His 

definition is “the purpose or cause; the single driving motivation for action.” 

 

He shows this in his diagram, “The Golden Circle.”
™

 On the outside is the “what” of things in 

your life, the middle ring is the “how,” and the bulls-eye is the “why.” He equates each of these 

with different areas of the brain, so the “what” is the cortex (the prefrontal cortex, which is the 

newest development part of the brain). The “how” and the “why” are really the limbic area. 

That’s where deep, deep decision making actually takes place. 
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Question: Why Section (Secret Question) 

 

 A. “What’s important to you about reaching your financial goals, selling your house, 

your health, etc.?” 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 B. “Why is that important to you?” 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 C. “Why is that important to you?” 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

* At the end of each answer, remember to Backtrack each client’s response. 
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How the Mind Gets Inspired 

for New Action 

 
By asking the “why” question of your client/customer/colleague and going deeper, your 

client/customer/colleague becomes conscious of what their true motivation is. 

 

 

 

You Customer/Client/Colleague 

Self-motivated 

to take action. 

Subconscious 

Conscious Conscious 

Subconscious 
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Serving Enrolment Flowchart 
 

“Stop Coaching, Start Questioning” 

 
1. Mindset of impression of increase 

2. Body language and messaging congruent 

3. Mirroring and matching communication style 

4. Staying in charge of the conversation 

5. Mindset of service 

 
The key to enrolling your potential client is to stop telling them what they should do and to ask 

key questions that keep you in control of the conversation and to allow your potential client to 

become emotionally connected to what is blocking them from what they truly want and desire. 

 

Remember: Emotion is the fast way to the brain and is where people get motivated for their 

decisions. 

 

Ask: 1. What is your financial, professional, or personal goal or what do you want? 
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Ask: 2. Why is that ____________  important to you? What’s the reason? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you have drilled down to the emotional connection of their why… 

Ask: What would your life be if you had that? 

 

 

 

 

 
* When a client gets truly connected to their deepest desire or why they’re doing something, it activates the limbic 

center of the brain, which creates deep motivation. When they begin to hear what is truly important to them, not 

their pre-programmed, societal answers, they actually enroll themselves. You are just the conduit for them to see it, 

feel it, hear it, and act on it. 
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Ask: 3. What do you think is keeping you from having what you want? What is the 

obstacle you’re experiencing? What is stopping you or slowing you down? 
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Ask: 4. What will happen if you don’t fix this problem? Future pace. 

 

Ask: What will happen if you don’t fix the problem in 3, 6, 9 months — or even years — if you 

keep doing what you’re doing and still don’t fix this problem? What will your life have become 

for you and your family? How does that feel? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* You must get past your own level of discomfort in this process for your potential client to truly feel the pain that 

they will be in if they do not take action for what they desire. 
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Ask: 5. Are you willing to do what it takes to change this situation or overcome the 

obstacle? (Once you have their commitment, offer programs.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* If they say “No, I’m not sure,” ask, “How bad would it have to get for you to make a change?” 
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Ask: 6. Which program (product/service) would you like to invest in? Great! How would 

you like to pay for it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* If they begin to object, reconnect them to the pain of their response to #4. 
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Overcoming Objections 
 

 

Objection 1: I need to think about it. 

 

Ask: Usually, when someone tells me they need to think about it, I have not explained the 

program well enough and/or I’ve left some questions unanswered. What questions do you have? 

 

Ask: What, specifically, were you going to think about? 

 

Objection 2: I need to speak to my spouse and/or partner before I can commit to this. 

 

Ask: Do you have an agreement with your spouse and/or partner when you make financial 

decisions? 

 

If yes, Say: Great, let’s set up a time for you and your spouse and/or partner to speak on the 

phone so we can discuss any questions you may both have. 

 

 

Objection 3: I can’t afford it or I didn’t think it would be so expensive. 

 

Ask: Do you not have any money or you just don’t have money budgeted for this? (Help them 

find the money.) 
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Words, Emotions, and Triggers 
 

When emotions run high and or your position is meeting 

resistance, the “Agreement Frame” assists in neutralizing 

an opposing position. It provides space for calm and clear 

communication. 

 

 

Neutralize Calm Control 
I appreciate your Views and… 

I respect your  Saying 

(I agree, that for you,) Feelings 

 Thoughts 
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Money & Beliefs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abundance 

Prosperity 

Love 

Worry 

Doubt 

Fear 

Conscious 

Subconscious 

Old Wiring: 

Feel Safe & 

Unhappy 

Actions Results 

Beliefs   •   Values  •  Memories 

Emotional Mind 

Thinking Mind 

Model by Dr. Thurman Fleet 
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Limiting Beliefs Quiz 
 

Rank yourself on a scale of 1 to 10:  1 = no agreement and  

10 = total agreement 

1   I am not smart enough to create a lot of money. 

2   To be rich, I have to step on people to get there. 

3   I am not worthy of wealth. 

4   I can't be more successful than my parents. 

5   There's never enough money. 

6   I'll lose most of my friends if I become wealthy. 

7   People will think I'm greedy. 

8   If I make a lot of money, someone will take it away. 

9   I can't create wealth on my own. I don't know how. 

10   If I make a lot of money, people will only love me for what I can give them. 

11   I don't trust anybody with my money. 

12   If I really focus on creating wealth, I'll lose my health. 

13   Money is the source of all evil. 

14   I don't deserve to be rich. 

15   People like me don't succeed. 

16   People with money are snobs. 

17   Money would corrupt my values. 

18   I couldn't trust myself with a lot of money. 

19   A lot of money would only feed my addictions. 

20   Money is not spiritual. 

21   I can't be spiritual and have money. 

22   It takes money to make money and I don't have any. 

23   I wouldn't know how to manage money if I had it. 

24   I'd have to be responsible if I had money. 

25   Money would make me irresponsible. 

26 
  

I can't make more money in the job I'm in, and I can't leave the job because of my 

bills. 

27   You have to work hard to make money. 

28   I won't have enough time for the things I love. 

29   I'll have to work too hard. 

30   My life will be consumed by the treadmill of making money. 

 

Any answer you score 3 or higher is a place to take a look if this belief is supporting you to your 

maximum potential in your life and in your business. 
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Things to Consider about Your Beliefs 
 

 How did I learn them? 

 Are they really true? 

 Do I want to continue with them? 

 What new beliefs do I want to replace the old ones? 
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Appendix 1 

 

Serving Enrolment Flowchart 
 

“Stop Coaching, Start Questioning” 

 
1. Mindset of impression of increase 

2. Body language and messaging congruent 

3. Mirroring and matching communication style 

4. Staying in charge of the conversation 

5. Mindset of service 

 
The key to enrolling your potential client is to stop telling them what they should do and to ask 

key questions that keep you in control of the conversation and to allow your potential client to 

become emotionally connected to what is blocking them from they truly want and desire. 

 

Remember: Emotion is the fast way to the brain and is where people get motivated for their 

decisions. 

 

Ask: 1. What is your financial, professional, or personal goal or what do you want? 

 

 

Ask: 2. Why is that ____________  important to you? What’s the reason? 

 

Once you have drilled down to the emotional connection of their why… 

Ask: What would your life be if you had that? 

 
* When a client gets truly connected to their deepest desire or why they’re doing something, it activates the limbic 

center of the brain, which creates deep motivation. When they begin to hear what is truly important to them, not 

their pre-programmed, societal answers, they actually enroll themselves. You are just the conduit for them to see it, 

feel it, hear it, and act on it. 

 

Ask: 3. What do you think is keeping you from having what you want? What is the 

obstacle you’re experiencing? What is stopping you or slowing you down? 
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Ask: 4. What will happen if you don’t fix this problem? Future pace. 

 

Ask: What will happen if you don’t fix the problem in 3, 6, 9 months — or even years — if you 

keep doing what you’re doing and still don’t fix this problem? What will your life have become 

for you and your family? How does that feel? 

 
* You must get past your own level of discomfort in this process for your potential client to truly feel the pain that 

they will be in if they do not take action for what they desire. 

 

Ask: 5. Are you willing to do what it takes to change this situation or overcome the 

obstacle? (Once you have their commitment, offer programs.) 

 

 
* If they say “No, I’m not sure,” ask, “How bad would it have to get for you to make a change?” 

 

Ask: 6. Which program (product/service) would you like to invest in? Great! How would 

you like to pay for it? 

 
* If they begin to object, reconnect them to the pain of their response to #4. 
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Overcoming Objections 
 

 

Objection 1: I need to think about it. 

 

Ask: Usually, when someone tells me they need to think about it, I have not explained the 

program well enough and/or I’ve left some questions unanswered. What questions do you have? 

 

Ask: What, specifically, were you going to think about? 

 

Objection 2: I need to speak to my spouse and/or partner before I can commit to this. 

 

Ask: Do you have an agreement with your spouse and/or partner when you make financial 

decisions? 

 

If yes, Say: Great, let’s set up a time for you and your spouse and/or partner to speak on the 

phone so we can discuss any questions you may both have. 

 

 

Objection 3: I can’t afford it or I didn’t think it would be so expensive. 

 

Ask: Do you not have any money or you just don’t have money budgeted for this? (Help them 

find the money.) 
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Appendix 2 

 
For each of the following questions, place a number next to each answer (a, b, c, and d) 

4 = Closest to describing you 

3 = Next best description 

2 = Third best 

1 = Least descriptive of you 

  

When complete, please total all the A, B, C, and D’s to determine which is your highest one. 

 

 

 

Communication Styles Questionnaire 
 

 
1. In everyday conversation, do you usually speak… 

V. In a quick and fast manner? 

A. With a pleasant modulated tone? 

K. With a slower, deliberate pace? 

D. In a monotone with little change in pitch? 

 

2. When you study for a test, would you rather… 

V.   read notes and look at diagrams and illustrations? 

A. have someone ask you questions or repeat facts silently to yourself? 

K. write things out on index cards and make models? 

D. scan for the facts and the data to make sense of the information? 

 

3. When being managed in a task, do you prefer to… 

V.  be shown what to do. 

A.  have the task explained to you. 

K.  walk through it. 

D.  review the task in your head? 

 

4. I make important decisions based on… 

V. what looks best to me. 

A. which way sounds the best. 

K. gut level feelings. 

D. precise review and study of the issues. 

 

5. To learn how a computer works, would you rather… 

V. watch a movie about it? 

A. listen to someone explain it? 

K. get a hands on feel for it? 

D. understand and make sense of how it works? 
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6. What kind of restaurant would you rather go to? 

V. One with a nice looking interior? 

A. One with great music? 

K. One with comfortable chairs? 

D. One that is value for money? 

 

7. When coached on something new, would you prefer to… 

V. be shown how to do it? 

A. be told how to do it? 

K. be walked through it? 

D. review the information in your head? 

 

8. When solving a problem, do you… 

V. make pictures in your head of different outcomes? 

A. make a few phone calls and talk to friends and experts? 

K. create a model of the problem or walk through it? 

D. organize the steps, analyze the data and draw a well thought out conclusion? 

 

9. You shop for a car. Do you buy it according to… 

V. what it looks like and how you will look in it? 

A. what a few people say about different models? 

K. how you feel in it and how it handles? 

D. facts you gather on performance, gas mileage, warranty, and cost? 

 

10. When learning something new, do you prefer to… 
V. be shown how to do it? 

A. hear the instructions? 

K. perform the activity? 

D. make sense of new facts and data? 

 

 

Here is the scoring key to which style you are. If your highest score is: 

A = Visual 

B = Auditory 

C = Kinesthetic 

D = Digital 
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ABOUT 

STEVEN GRIFFITH 

For over 25 years, Steven has coached large and small organizations 

and some of the highest performing business executives, 

entrepreneurs, athletes, and entertainers in the world. As one of the 

nation’s High Performance Coaches, he is an expert in breaking the 

barriers in people’s beliefs, behaviors, and mental/emotional patterns 

that keep them from achieving High Performance in their lives. 

 

Steven’s training includes: Certified trainer in Neuro-Linguistic 

Programming; Training at Harvard and California Institute of 

Technology in Negotiations; Mindfulness training at UCLA’s Mindful 

Awareness Research Center; undergraduate and graduate studies in Exercise Science; has trained 

with the top communication strategists in the world; and is a Graduate of the WANT Institute of 

Effective Communication Strategies. 

 

Steven is the author of High Performance Coaching: The 3-Step Solution to Immediately Take 

Charge and Transform Your Mental, Emotional, Physical and Financial Future, a performance 

system that bridges the gap from your potential and what’s holding you back to your own 

personal High Performance. 

 

Email Power: How to Get What You Want From Every Email You Send. He developed the 

patented companion software program “EmailPower,” which helps business executives and 

entrepreneurs increase their success when negotiating, selling, and creating online relationships 

with clients, customers, and colleagues. He has been featured on television and radio as an expert 

in High Performance and communication. Steven recently appeared on the Style Network’s #1 

rated show, Tia & Tamera, as a celebrity performance coach. 

 

His commitment to the field of mindfulness education has led him to author his soon to be 

released book titled Parents, Teens & Technology: How Technology Is Affecting Your Brain, 

Your Happiness, And Your Family And What To Do About It! Steven has also worked closely 

with U.S. military medical staff teaching mindfulness, as well as working with returning 

wounded warriors. 

 

Steven’s expertise has led him to work with major corporations organizations, and educational 

institutions around the world including Citibank, ADP, Wells Fargo, Coldwell Banker, the Los 

Angeles Police Department, the University of Southern California, UCLA, Pepperdine 

University, the National Academy of Sports Medicine, members of the National Basketball 

Association, the National Hockey League, the National Football League, and Major League 

Baseball. 
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Experience the life-changing High Performance Boot Camp in the comfort of your own home and at your own pace. Learn 

what’s holding you back from your best life that you don’t even know about and immediately take charge and transform 

your mental, emotional, physical, and financial future! This High Performance Study Course brings all the proprietary 

techniques Steven teaches in the live seminar and in his book, High Performance Coaching. Each of the seven sections in the 

High Performance Study Course helps you quickly create High Performance results in your life. 

 

Stop struggling to get to your goals. With this High Performance Study Course, you will learn the secrets that create winners 

like High-level Sales Professionals, Executives, Olympic Stars, Pro Athletes and Celebrities, and how you can use their 

secrets to consistently get what you want out of life. 

 

The Complete Original High Performance System will show you how to: 

 Set, accomplish, and get goals fast 

 Stop, start, or change behaviors that are not getting you positive results 

 Uncover your true purpose 

 Increase your income and sales 

 Reduce stress and anxiety 

 Have more time, freedom, and happiness 

 

Experience Steven Griffith’s Complete Original High Performance System. 

 7-video Boot Camp 

 14 Audios – These are the audios that accelerate you to your new normal of High Performance. Audios Include: 

Negative Belief Neutralizer, Technology Detox, Maximum High Performance, Motivation, Stress Reduction, 

Values, Weight Loss, Life Purpose, Confidence, Goals, Deep Sleep, Communication, Money Magnet, and 

Unstoppable Selling. 

 High Performance Coaching book and Action Guide 

For more information 

and to place your order, please visit: 

www.stevengriffith.com/high-

performance-products/ 

It’s not therapy and it’s not life coaching. It is a 

performance system that bridges the gap from your 
potential and what’s holding you back to your own 

personal High Performance. This proven, science-based 

system creates fast, measurable, real-world results — 
not just some textbook ideas. What this means for you 

is living a High Performance life right NOW! 

Email Power is a proven and patented system that lets you 

instantly see the motives, needs, wants, desires and hidden 
agendas of anyone sending you email. Learn how read the 

secret language in email/Facebook/Twitter or texting and 

communicate more effectively when selling, negotiating, 
and using social media to build your relationships. 
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Neutralize old belief patterns that are holding you 
back contributing to lower than expected 

performance and creating challenges in your life. 

Being electronically linked 24/7 causes “over-
stimulation syndrome.” Technology Detox permits 

your body to re-center, rejuvenate and recover 

allowing you to use your mind, body, and senses 
to create your High Performance life. 

Maximum High Performance bridges the gap 

between what’s holding you back and your highest 

potential helping you to perform at your highest 

levels, increase your ability to focus on your goals, 
and the true purpose that determine your success. 

Do you ever feel distracted or just not motivated 

enough to start, stop, or change a behavior that’s 

keeping you from your goals? Stop procrastination 

now, accomplish more, and accomplish it faster 
with Motivation. 

Instantly reduce the tension, stress, and anxiety in 

your body with this MHM program allowing you to 
reset and recharge quickly with less time, faster 

recovery, and better energy. 

Make it easier to get to what you really want. 

Values are how we decide what’s right and wrong 
for us and where we want to spend our time and 

money. Reconnect with your true values easily 

and quickly. 

Do you find yourself stuck, unable to get to that 

ideal weight? Get rid of the 5, 10, 15, 20, or more 

pounds that seem impossible to shed by following 

these audios consistently. 

Brings that drive back or increases the drive for 

High Performance motivation to stick with it. 

Do you ever feel that if you just had that slight 

edge and a little bit more confidence, you could 

make more money, be healthier, and have the 
relationship of your dreams? Break through your 

limiting, old habitual strategies and re-wire your 

brain for maximum confidence! 

Design your ideal future and accomplish more by 

getting clear on your short-term and long-term 

goals while being less distracted, staying on task, 
and maintaining focus. 

Helps you fall into deep, recovering sleep quickly 

and awaken in the morning rested, rejuvenated, and 

motivated. Research shows that your ability to 
sleep has the greatest influence on your mental, 

emotional, and spiritual revitalization and 

performance. 

Stop the deceptive brain messages that hold you 

back from getting what you want in life. Use self-

talk to help you stay on track, avoid frustration, 
decrease anxiety, reduce fear, and ease misleading 

mind communication. 

Helps you discover and break through your old 
beliefs and programming around money that are 

holding you back so you can create consistent 

wealth. 

Break through your subconscious barriers in 
selling and instantly motivate and accelerate 

serving your customers and clients in a way that 

creates massive results. 

 

Mindfulness, Hypnosis & Meditation 

MHM™ is Steven Griffith’s proven proprietary method that combines Mindfulness, Hypnosis & Meditation that creates a learning state in the brain that re-
educates, re-wires, and reprograms the mind-body-brain connection, for removing psychological barriers, immediately activating your High Performance 

Response letting you take charge and transform your mental, emotional, physical and financial future! 


